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First, an introduction… A bit about me ☺
17 years of teaching German, Spanish, Mandarin and French
(also Business Studies) in 3 UK comprehensive schools
1 year of teaching English in Beijing (and many years of selfstudy of Chinese since then)
Currently teach on Oxford University MFL PGCE programme
SLE – assisting other schools to set up and teach Chinese,
develop curriculums for KS2 to KS5
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AIMS OF THIS SESSION:
• Outline (some of) the key ideas in the book. Find out what the science says about retrieval
• Which of the ideas could really challenge the way Chinese is taught in the UK?
• How have I adapted these ideas for my Chinese classroom?

“The most effective learning strategies are often counterintuitive”
To what extent do you agree with these statements?
1. Massed practice (i.e. writing the same character over and over) is the fastest way
to mastery
2. A good teacher should make sure their students find the lesson not too difficult in
order to make them learn well.
3. Rereading texts repeatedly, highlighting key words and reducing longer texts to
1- Strongly
abbreviated notes, are effective learning strategies.
Agree
4. Spacing out practice produces longer lasting learning.
2 – Agree
5. The brain is like a muscle that gets stronger with exercise.
6. Trying to solve a problem before being taught the solution leads to better learning. 3 - Neither
7. Students learn better when the style of teaching matches their preferred learning agree nor
style (eg. Visual, auditory, kinesthetic)
disagree
8. There is a limit to how many pieces of information you can hold in your brain.
4 – Disagree
9. Testing students often is the best way to make them achieve high grades.
5 – Strongly

disagree

5 mins to discuss and input your answers (or write down):
• Your answers...

4
3
1
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What does the
science say?

1. Massed practice (i.e. writing the same character over and over) is the
fastest way to mastery
and…
3. Rereading texts repeatedly, highlighting key words and reducing
longer texts to abbreviated notes are effective learning strategies.

FALSE (NOT SUPPORTED BY EMPIRICAL RESEARCH)
Although it may FEEL good to learners and teachers.
Rereading creates an ILLUSION of mastery but in fact only
indicates FAMILIARITY with the text. In fact it is the LEAST
productive method.
Better: Interleaved practice …

4. Spacing out practice produces longer lasting learning.
“Interleaving”
TRUE (SUPPORTED BY EMPIRICAL RESEARCH)
This is the opposite of MASSED PRACTICE
Examples of Interleaving in my teaching…

In my classroom…. INTERLEAVED PRACTICE
Example of Termly overview:

Weekly Vocab tests:
80% of questions are the ones I’ve set (Linked to
Quizlet) and 20% are from previous topics (not
revealed to students in advance)
In addition: Train students to do little and often
with character learning (eg. Quizlet, Anki,
Duolingo) “Friend” students.

2. A good teacher should make sure my students find the lesson
not too difficult in order to make them learn well.
5. The brain is like a muscle that gets stronger with exercise.
FALSE (NOT SUPPORTED BY EMPIRICAL RESEARCH)
“Learning that’s easy is like writing in sand, here today and
gone tomorrow”
“Learning is deeper and more durable when it’s effortful”
Neural pathways strengthen when memories are recalled,
especially when students can make links to prior knowledge.
Not difficult but challenging

In my classroom…. RETRIEVAL PRACTICE (recall facts from
memory)
1) Whole school lesson structure: retrieval starter

Teach them about the brain
Like building and reinforcing a bridge
(this also links to MINDSET)

https://vimeo.com/142378753

8. There is a limit to how many pieces of information you
can hold in your brain.

8. Is TRUE (in short term memory) but if learning is interleaved and
practiced/retrieved frequently, it can become automatic and new
knowledge can be more easily acquired, as the learner makes links
between old/new knowledge. (eg. Radicals)

In my classroom…. Making Characters Stick
1) Teach RADICALS – “where have we seen this before?”
“Why do you think this new word has the…radical in it?”
2) Encourage them to see Characters as stories/pictures, eg. 书架

书 looks like bookshelves with a book falling off
架 – looks like a girl standing in front of one shelf, which has a shoe and a jar on it. Weird, hey?
Teach them HOW to create meaningful stories (it MUST link to the meaning) and give bonus points for stories that
also incorporate the PINYIN sound link.
If time, they can also DRAW the pictures and characters together (especially KS3)
This works for a THINK-PAIR-SHARE activity, or when students are given ONE character each to create a story for
and TEACH as many people as possible. Class quizzed at end of lesson.

7. Students learn better when the style of teaching matches their
preferred learning style (eg. Visual, auditory, kinesthetic)
FALSE (NOT SUPPORTED BY EMPIRICAL RESEARCH)
Although people DO have multiple intelligences, and some will be higher than
others, the best teaching/learning strategies will be to ”GO WIDE” and learn the
same concepts in a variety of ways.

In my classroom…. INTERLEAVED PRACTICE
Make sure learning is retrieved in a DIFFERENT WAY and MORE THAN ONCE

Eg. Watching video (Edpuzzle, Youtube), listening to a song, writing an essay, ,
match up, fill the gaps, reorder characters (Wordwall) etc…..

9. Testing students often is the best way to make them
achieve high grades.
TRUE (SUPPORTED BY EMPIRICAL RESEARCH)
Frequent, low-stakes testing, including tests EVERY LESSON!! (a way of retrieving
knowledge and measuring progress)
It doesn’t, contrary to what is expected, increase anxiety.
Pic of someone stressed

In my classroom…. Frequent LOW STAKES TESTING
Obsession with QR codes and Wordwall
games –often mid-lesson
Microsoft Forms for homework quizzes or
‘exit questions’ at end of lesson (but you
Exit ticket
must collect the answers).
example

Weekly vocab tests, 20% of questions are
from previous topics.
- Mix up style of test, eg, translation,
dictation with words learnt

“The most effective learning strategies are often counterintuitive”
TRUE: Green, FALSE: Red
1. Massed practice (i.e. writing the same character over and over) is the fastest way
to mastery
2. A good teacher should make sure my students find the lesson not too difficult in
order to make them learn well.
3. Rereading texts repeatedly, highlighting key words and reducing longer texts to
1- Strongly
abbreviated notes are effective learning strategies.
Agree
4. Spacing out practice produces longer lasting learning.
2 – Agree
5. The brain is like a muscle that gets stronger with exercise.
6. Trying to solve a problem before being taught the solution leads to better learning. 3 - Neither
7. Students learn better when the style of teaching matches their preferred learning agree nor
style (eg. Visual, auditory, kinesthetic)
disagree
8. There is a limit to how many pieces of information you can hold in your brain.
4 – Disagree
9. Testing students often is the best way to make them achieve high grades.
5 – Strongly

disagree
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AIMS:
• What are the key ideas in the book. What does the Science say works?
• Which of them would really challenge the way Chinese is taught in the UK / how anything
is taught in China?
• How have I adapted these ideas for my Chinese classroom?

